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STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT PANEL: NOTE OF MEETING 

 
22 November 2016 

 

ATTENDEES 

Louise Bardsley Natural England (via phone) 

Rachel Wyatt  Marine Conservation Society 

Alan Turner  Kent County Council 

Karen Gibbs  Consumer Council for Water 

William Andrews Tipper  Green Alliance (IWCM agenda item) 

Jeremy Burgess South Downs National Park Authority 

Rose O’Neil  WWF-UK (via phone) 

Tom Ormesher  NFU 

Penny Hodge  Southern Water 

Chris Braham  Southern Water 

Paul Kent  Southern Water 

 

APOLOGIES 

 

Lorraine Brown Regional Flood and Coastal Committee 

Dan Hart DEFRA 

Katie Stewart 

Nathan Richardson 

Kent County Council 

RSPB 

Louise Parker Environment Agency 

Meyrick Gough Southern Water 

Branwen Rhead Southern Water 

Kate Rice Southern Water 

 

PURPOSE OF MEETING 

 

1. Penny Hodge introduced the meeting:  

 Apologies for those who could not attend 

 Asked if any panel members had comments on the minutes of the previous 

meeting 

 Outlined the objectives and agenda for the day 
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i. Discussion about the National Water Resources Long Term Planning 

Framework and the levels of resilience SW should plan for 

ii. A presentation from Will Andrews Tipper from Green Alliance on their 

report – New markets for land and nature, followed by a discussion 

about models for funding environmental improvements within 

catchments and natural capital.  

iii. Feedback and discussion on a proposed Catchment Fund Pilot 

iv. Providing an overview of our customer and stakeholder insight activity 

and asking for feedback from panel members on priorities, themes 

and where SW should focus efforts 

 
Water resources and resilience 
 

2. Penny gave an overview of the National Water Resources Long-term planning 

framework, the drivers behind it, its key recommendations and SW’s role in 

developing it. 

 The report estimated potential costs of severe drought of £1.3 billion per day 

during severe droughts and if the country planned for this resilience would 

increase from 1 in 200 years to 1 in 500 years 

3. Penny explained that stakeholder and customer research were having different 

results, asked panel members’ preferences and if SW should consider the potential 

cost to the economy alongside customer willingness to pay (WTP) 

4. A panel member asked if SW gave customers a choice between different “1 in x 

year” events 

 Chris Braham explained customers were asked for their preferences and the 

acceptable frequency of temporary use bans. The language used was based 

on number of dry winters as it is easier for customers to understand 

5. Panel members challenged whether previous customer WTP research for resilience 

to a 1 in 200 year event was still a “robust statement” in light of River Basin 

Management Plans and sustainability reductions. SW was challenged to go back to 

customers and explain why costs could increase and ensure SW is clear when 

explaining different scenarios and the environmental cost of different options 

6. A panel member voiced concerns about the language used – ensuring SW says 

“temporary use ban” rather than “hosepipe ban” and raised the point that many 

customers had never experienced non-essential use bans or standpipes and that it’s 

difficult to rely on customers WTP for restrictions they’ve never experienced. 
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 They also said SW needs to demonstrate the costs of different scenarios to 

customers – and ensure customers are aware of the environmental costs of 

drought options 

7. Chris Braham agreed it can be difficult to ask customers about something they 

haven’t experienced and Penny Hodge said customers may have a slightly 

“nostalgic” view of previous major droughts 

8. The panel asked if it was possible to run a focus group of customers and 

stakeholders to explain in detail the impact of drought restrictions 

 SW will build this into the next stage of its deliberative research 

9. Karen Gibbs explained CCWater did research after the 2012 drought to find where 

the tipping point is – people can accept inconvenience but were more concerned 

about the impact to their local environment and economy 

10. Panel members made the point that job losses in some sectors are a key risk that 

potential droughts would impact more than just water dependent sectors and societal 

changes (including easier access to water) meant customers may react differently 

than under when restrictions were previously implemented 

11. Panel members asked if SW can include costs customers may not consider (such as 

civil unrest during droughts). PK explained SW can and can also include costs such 

as the impact to tourism – though would need to bring in external expertise 

 
Integrated Water Cycle Management and Natural Capital  
 

14. Paul Kent explained SW has a number of catchment related projects underway: 

a. SW recently appointed a catchment manager 

b. SW are funding Catchment Sensitive Farming Officers with Natural England 

c. Abstraction licence trading pilots in Medway and Western Rother catchments 

d. Agreed to sponsor a project with the Sussex Wildlife Trust 

15. Chris Braham presented a compendium of 100 potential catchment solutions – based 

on an outcome from the previous panel and that SW wants to keep building a 

knowledge base and developing best practice ideas. CB also said SW is looking to 

input from stakeholders to determine how SW measures the costs and benefits 

16. Panel members asked if SW has a timeline for working in catchments.  

a. Paul Kent noted SW are focussing on two catchments (Medway in Kent and 

Western Rother in Sussex) and explained SW are working with Natural 

England and the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) to 

determine how SW can cope with growth and protect the environment 

17. Panel members agreed there could be benefits and that farming clusters being 

established can provide a mechanism to allow greater catchment working 
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Green Alliance Presentation  

18. The panel discussed the importance of food security and land management. It was 

suggested that organisations need to be very careful with language to win farmers’ 

support and stressed the need to manage carefully any change with landowners 

19. Other feedback included 

a. Private returns from agricultural food production have been negative in recent 

years (in relation to the Green Alliance’s model). Will Andrews Tipper 

explained subsidy payments are included in the graph  

b. there is a need to improve farming methods to farm smaller areas in more 

sustainable ways and there are outcomes that can deliver increased yields 

and catchment benefits 

c. there are examples of instances where the wrong crops are being grown on 

the wrong land 

d. regulators are doing similar work to the Green Alliance’s proposal 

20. Will Andrews Tipper agreed much of the thinking was not “fundamentally new” but 

the Green Alliance is proposing a move from public grants to private financing 

21. Penny Hodge asked if this model was something SW should consider 

22. Panel members agreed there should be a workshop to examine how effective 

catchment methods would be in lowland areas – bringing together knowledge, best 

practice and expertise and offered assistance to deliver the workshop and direction 

towards existing research 

a. SW will organise a workshop with important partners to examine catchment 

options 

 

Catchment Fund Pilot 

 

23. Paul Kent introduced the proposed pilot funding model and asked for panel members 

feedback  

24. Many panel members stressed that SW must include groundwater sources in 

catchment thinking 

25. There was broad support for the proposed funding and the approach to integrate 

catchment partnerships and solutions 

26. Other feedback included 

a. focussing on a small number of catchments was a good idea to ensure 

resources aren’t spread too thinly  

b. catchment partnerships can help deliver added benefits 
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c. the pilot fund may be too reactive for catchments and SW should develop 

detailed modelling to identify solutions and be more proactive and focussed 

d. work is already underway to integrate diffuse pollution models with flood risk 

models 

e. SW should focus on statutory outcomes first and make solutions as cost 

effective as possible 

f. small amounts of seed funding could bring wide benefits 

g. it is important any funding criteria is linked to the promises SW made to its 

customers 

h. SW should look at a similar fund being operated by Welsh Water 

27. Penny Hodge acknowledged the need for greater transparency of how funding is 

shared and that SW needs to be more proactive. She noted SW is looking to use 

best practice from local catchment partnerships. 

 

Feedback from customer insight and autumn stakeholder workshops 

 
28. Chris Braham explained the outcomes from our current research are broadly similar 

to our existing ones 

a. Protecting nature and the environment was resonating with customers – 

some panel members were surprised it did not include enhancing the 

environment 

b. Customer service and communication was important but not a high priority 

c. ‘Fair’ added to affordable bills – bills need to be low but ensure SW supports 

vulnerable customers 

d. Investing in infrastructure recognised current growth but also investing for the 

future 

e. Using water wisely changed to reducing water wastage 

f. A constant supply of high quality drinking water has not been changed 

29. Panel members felt investing in infrastructure and protecting the environment 

overlapped as natural infrastructure is critical to SW – e.g. chalk aquifers 

30. Feedback on the promises included: 

a. SW should be mindful of the different levels of understanding between 

stakeholders and customers 

b. SW should be wary about saying going “above and beyond” when water 

companies have statutory duties to enhance biodiversity 

c. catchment partnerships can play a role in increasing customers’ awareness of 

activity in their area e.g. shared branding and activities such as river cleans 
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31. Panel members said the importance of reducing carbon emission needs more 

discussion. It was suggested that SW should provide customers with more 

information about government targets before asking questions about level of 

ambition.  

 
Any other business 

 
32. RO asked for WWF to be kept informed and offered to help if possible 

33. Panel members reminded the panel about reports being published 

a. Natural England’s Strategic environmental assessments for drought plans is 

out for consultation 

b. CCwater’s Delving into Water has been published 

c. Marine Conservation Society’s Great British Beach Clean report has been 

published 

34. Invites for the Arun Vision Project will be being sent by Nick Herbert MP soon for the 

first meeting in January 2017 

Next meeting 

 
35. The next meeting is planned for April 2017. 


